
ON THE EXTENSION OF MODULAR MAXIMAL IDEALS1

BERTRAM YOOD

1. Introduction. Let F be a complex commutative Banach algebra

and let A be a subalgebra of B. In [l, §23] and [3] Silov, about

twenty years ago, investigated conditions under which some or all

of the modular maximal ideals of A are contained in modular maxi-

mal ideals of B. We re-examine this question for noncommutative

Banach algebras. Here neither A nor B need be commutative and the

ideals in question are the modular maximal two-sided ideals2 of A

and B. Simple examples show that, even if A is a commutative sub-

algebra of B and Silov's conditions are fulfilled, no m.m. ideal of A

need be contained in a m.m. ideal of B. Success can be hoped for

only if A is favorably situated in B.

Suppose (for simplicity) that A is closed in B. Consider the set O

of all m.m. ideals N of B such that xy—yxEN for all xEA, yEB.

Each NEO. determines a multiplicative linear functional x-*x(N)

on A. Let 3 be the set of m.m. ideals of A which are the null spaces

of multiplicative linear functionals on A. The algebra A can be

represented homomorphically as an algebra of continuous functions

on 3 ¡n the fashion of Gelfand. Let A(4) be the Silov boundary of A

in 3- Then3 each MEà(A) is contained in a m.m. ideal of B if

sup |x(A0| =v(x) for all xEA where the sup is taken over G and

v(x) is the spectral radius of x. A sufficient condition for this relation

to hold on A is that xy — yx lie in the radical J oí B for all x£^4,

yEB. An example shows that this can take place where A properly

contains C+J where C is the center of B.

2. Algebraic preliminaries. Let F be a ring with a subring A and

denote by Tl(^fl) the set of all m.m. ideals of A(B). Let 7 be a two-

sided ideal of B and set C(I)= {xEB\xy — yxEI for all yEB}. It is

readily seen that C(I) is a subring of B. We assume that C(I)~DA.

Given ME^ft we let a(M; I) denote the set of all finite sums of the
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3 Consider the special case where B (and so A) is commutative. Here O is the set

of all m.m. ideals of B so that automatically sup | x(N) | =v(x) for all x, the sup taken

over Q. As Q is here the set of all m.m. ideals of A, our theorem, in this case, reduces

to Silov's theorem [l, p. 213].
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form £x¿Zfc4-M where each xkEM, zkEB and uEI- We set ß(M; I)

= {wEB\wyEa(M; I) for all yEA}. Since C(I)Z)A it is clear that

a(M; I) can be described as the set of all sums y.zkxk-\-u so that

a(M ; I) is a two-sided ideal of B. Also, ß( M ; I) = {wEB\ ywEa(M; I)

for all yEA } so that ß(M; I) is a two-sided ideal of B containing M

and I.

We let J denote the radical of B and S its strong radical (the inter-

section of its m.m. ideals), see [2, p. 59]. Note that SZ)J-

2.1. Lemma. Ifß(M; I) ^B there exists NEW such that NC\A = M.

If I is the strong radical S of B and there exists AG9Î such that NC\A

= Mlhenß(M; S)s¿B.

Suppose that ß(M; I) t^B and let j be an identity for A modulo M.

Take zEB and yEA. We can write zy = yz-\-v where vEI- Then

(jz — z)y=(jy — y)z-\-jv — vEa(M; I). Therefore jz — zEß(M; I) and

likewise zj—z lor all zEB. Thus ß(M; I) is a proper modular two-

sided ideal of B containing M and is therefore contained in some

AG9Î. Since jEN we see that also N(~\A=M.

Next take the case I=S. Suppose A£9c and NC\A=M. Since

NDS we also see that NDa(M; S). If ß(M; S)=B then j2Ea(M; S)
C A. Since j2-jEMEN it follows that jENC\A = M which is im-
possible.

The following example shows that, even for Banach algebras C(J)

can be larger than C+J where C is the center of B. Let B be the

Banach space of all complex-valued continuous functions on [0, l]

made into a Banach algebra by defining products by the rule fg(t)

=fiO)git), O^t^l. For this algebra, J = S= {/G5|/(0)=0}, C=(0)
and CiJ)=B.

3. Extension of maximal ideals. We adopt the notation of §2 ex-

cept that A and B are complex Banach algebras (with A algebraically

embedded in B). Let 0= {AG9x|xy — yxEN lor all xEA, yEB}.
For each NE%1 let x—>7Tív(x) be the natural homomorphism of B onto

B/N. The latter is a simple Banach algebra with an identity. If

AGO, the image of A in B/N lies in the center of B/N. But that

center is a field and so, by the Gelfand-Mazur theorem, is the set of

scalar multiples of its identity irN(v) (see [2, p. 85]). If we write

ttn(x)=x(N)-kn(v) where x(N) is a scalar, the mapping x-+x(N) is a

multiplicative linear functional on A (trivial if N^)A). Set

ß(x) = sup | x(N) | , x E A.
Ne O

Let 3 denote the subset of 30Î consisting of all zero sets of multi-
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plicative linear functional on A. For each MES denote the cor-

responding functional by x(M). Using the Gelfand theory we can

represent A homomorphically as an algebra of continuous functions

vanishing at infinity on $ where we give to $ its weak topology de-

fined by the functions x(AT), xEA. We may then speak of the Silov

boundary AiA) of A in 3 in the usual way [2, p. 132], Set

a(x) = sup | x(Af) | , x E A.
MeB

It is clear that

(1) ß(x) û aix), xE A.

For each x£^4 let ||x||o([|x||) be its norm as an element of the

Banach algebra AiB). Consider the spectral radii ^(x)=lim ||xn||o'*

and vBix) =lim Hx"!!"" of x computed for A and B respectively. The

relation vBix) úvaÍx) is automatic. If A is a closed subalgebra of B,

vb(x) = va(x) for xEA. We shall also have occasion to consider the

spectrum of x computed in AiB) which we denote by sp(x|/l)

(sp(x|F)).

In the notation above, for xEA we have, for each positive integer

m,

| x(N) | IItjitWH1/- = IM*"1)!!1"" á IHI1"".

Letting m—> oo we see that

(2) ß(x) g vB(x),        aix) g vAix), xE A.

Let E(O) denote the set of MEM for which there exists NEO

such that NP\A = M.

3.1. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) vaÍx) — vbÍx) =j8(x) for all xEA.

(b) EiO)DHA) andaix)=vAix), xEA.

Suppose (a) holds. It follows from (1) and (2) that a(x)=0(x),

xEA. Let kiO) denote the intersection of the NEO and let

MoEA(v4). By Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show that ßiMa; HO))

9^B inasmuchas any NE%1 such that AO/3(M0; ife(O)) contains yfe(O)

and so lies in O. Suppose the contrary. We can then write (where j

is an identity for A modulo Mo)

n

(3) j2  =   J] XkZ*  +  U>
A=l

where each XkEM0, ZkEB and uEkiO).
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For each AGO consider the identity irN(v) of B/N. In the quotient

algebra norm, ||?nv(i>)|| el- An equivalent norm ||ttív(z)||i may be

introduced into B/N so that ||7Tjv(»)||i = 1. We suppose that this pro-

cedure has been followed for each AGO and set

(4) |||w||| = sup ||ir.v(w)||i, wEB.
ííeO

Note that |||w||| is defined on all of B whereas a(x) and ß(x) are only

defined on A. It is easy to see that

(5) HI« HI =ß(x), xEA.

Our argument is now an adaptation of one of Silov [l, §23]. With-

out loss of generality we may assume that, in (3), ß(xk)^l for

k=l, ■ ■ • , n. Let a be any positive number, a>max |||zt||| and

2raa>l. Note that j(M0) = 1 and xk(M0)=0, k = l, ■ ■ • , n. Consider

the neighborhood 33 of M0 in 3 defined by the inequalities

{M E S | I Xk(M) |   < l/(2na), k = 1, • • • , n]

{MES>\ \p(M)- l|   <l/3}.

From [2, p. 135] there exists yEA such that

(7) sup|y(M)|   =1,     sup | y(M) \   < l/(2na).

Now, for MG23, we have \j2y(M)\ =\j2(M)\\y(M)\ ^2|y(ili)/3|by
(6) so that

(8) ß(j2y) £ 2/3.

Since zky—yzkEk(Q.) we can from (3) write

(9) j2y = £ (xky)zk + w

where wEk(Cl). Note that 7rjv(w) = 0 for each AGO. Therefore we

get from (4), (5) and (9) that

(10) ß(fy) = t IIMII Ilk III-

Next, for MG23, \xky(M)\ g\xk(M)\ <l/(2na) while for MG23,
|x*y(M)| èa(xk)\y(M)\ è\y(M)\ <í/(2na) so that, by (5), |||x*y|||

^ \/(2na). From (10) we see that ß(j2y) á 1/2. This is contrary to (8)

and we have shown that (a) implies (b).

Suppose (b) and let xG^l. By the definition of the Silov boundary
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there exists MoEA(A) such that | x(M0) | = va(x). Let j be an identity

for A modulo M0 and let NEO have the property that NC\A = M0.

As j2—jEMoEN and jiN) 9¿0 we see that fN) = 1. Suppose xiM0)

= ei. Then x—ajEN whence |x(A0| =»m(x). Therefore j3(x) =í\¿(x)

and, by (2), we see that vaÍx) =vBix) =ßix).

3.2. Lemma. If CiJ)DA then 0 = W and /3(x) =vB(x) for all xEA.

Since JES it follows from C(J)DA that O = 91. Let x£^4 and

let a E sp(x[F), a ^ 0. Set X = {a_1xy — y\y E B] + J. Clearly

K= {a~lyx — y\yEB\ +/and isa modular two-sided ideal of B. Sup-

pose that K = B. Then there exists yEB, zEJ such that a~lx+y

— a~1xy = z. This implies that a~lx is right quasi-regular in B. Like-

wise a_1x is left quasi-regular and hence quasi-regular in B which is

impossible. Thus there exists NEW -with KEN. Since JEN it follows

that TTtf(a~1x) is the identity of B/N. Therefore x(N) =a. Conversely,

if x(N)=a9£0 for some NEW then {a~1xy — y\yEB\ lies in N so

that <z£sp(x| B). Thus ß(x) =vB(x).

Lemma 3.2 gives a sufficient condition for the applicability of

Theorem 3.1. It follows immediately that if A is a closed subalgebra

of the center C, each MEà(A) is contained in some NEW.

We next consider the strong structure space 9JÎ(9Î) of A (F) in its

hull-kernel topology [2, p. 78]. For the notion of a completely regular

Banach algebra see [2, p. 83], We can be more specific than in Theo-

rem 3.1 ii A is completely regular.

3.3. Theorem. Suppose that A is completely regular and that

vaÍx)=vbÍx) =/3(x) for all xEA. Then F(O) =3-

Let an identity be adjoined to F forming Fi and let ^4i denote the

corresponding augmentation of A. Let 9Jîi(9ti) be the strong structure

space of ^4i(Fi) and let Oi= {NiEWi\wv — vwENi for all wEAi,

vEBi}. If we write w=~K+x, v = p+y where X, ß are scalars, xEA

and yEB we see that N1EO1 if and only if xy — yxENi for all x£^4,

yEB. The mapping Ni-^NiHB takes 9cv~{f} onto 9Î. We then

have N1EO1, Ni^Bii and only if Nxr\BEO and all elements of Q

are obtainable in this way. Next we note that 9îi is compact [2, p. 79]

and that Qi is a closed subset of 9ti. The mapping cr: Ni—>Nir\Ai is

a mapping of the compact set Oi into Wi which is continuous (see

[2, p. 85]). Also SOÎi is a Hausdorff space [2, p. 84] so that er(Qi) is

closed in 9)ci.

The mapping t: Mi—>Mi(~\A is a homeomorphism of 9Jci~{^4}

onto m. But oiOi)~{A} is closed in 9Jti so that t[o-(Qi)~{^ } ]

is closed in 9JÎ. This set is the same as F(O) = {N(~\A \ NE O, N~$)A }.
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Recall that, by Theorem 3.1, E(0)Z)A(4). From our definitions

A(.4) is dense in 3 so that also E(£l) OS- Since the reverse inequality

is clear, the proof is complete.
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SEMI-HOMOGENEOUS FUNCTIONS

LOUIS V. QUINTAS AND FRED SUPNICK

1. Introduction and statement of results. A function / is called

homogeneous of degree n with respect to the set A, or briefly semi-

homogeneous if

(1.0) f(ax) = anf(x)

is satisfied for all x in the domain of/ and all a in A.

With each admissible A there is associated a class of solutions of

(1.0). E.g., let R denote the set of all real numbers and let / be a

function on R to R. If A consists only of the irrationals, then f(x)

= cxn (c=f(l)) is the unique solution of (1.0). On the other hand, if

A consists only of the rationals, then in addition to/(x)=cxn, (1.0)

has other solutions (e.g., if n is any nonzero integer and/(x) =xn or 0

accordingly as x is rational or irrational).

We are interested in studying decompositions of the set of admis-

sible A's into classes and in characterizing the solutions of (1.0) cor-

responding to these classes. In this paper we show how this can be

done in a natural way for semi-homogeneous functions of a real

variable. We note that in this case our methods apply to

(1.1) f(ax) = p(a)f(x)        (aEAE R),

where p is a product-preserving function on R to R (cf. [l ]). We shall

therefore confine our attention to (1.1).
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